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Change … and Faithfulness

As you open this sixty-fifth edition of *Adventist World*, you’ll notice several modest but important changes that we hope will increase the value of this faith-building journal to you and all those with whom you share it.

- A brighter, easier-to-read Table of Contents, helping you to quickly find favorite sections and columns;
- A redesigned World News section, highlighting stories you need in order to stay informed about the progress of the church in nearly 200 nations;
- A new look for the “Bible” pages in the journal—Angel Rodríguez’s “Bible Questions Answered” and Mark Finley’s “Bible Study”;
- A reimagined “Idea Exchange” in the magazine’s last four pages, full of facts, prayer requests, letters, and survey results that keep you connected with millions of fellow believers around the globe.

Our commitment to bringing you the best that Adventism has to offer—in news, mission stories, health information, Bible study, Adventist Heritage, and devotional reading—hasn’t changed at all, however. The team of dedicated professionals who produce this magazine—assembled from seven countries and speaking six languages—begins each edition with prayer and vests each part of our production process in prayer. We know this magazine changes lives: you tell us so, in dozens of letters from everywhere each month.

Pay special attention to this month’s cover feature, “Faithful Under Fire.” Andrew McChesney’s remarkable story of a young Adventist woman in the Russian government is a powerful witness to the best this movement has to offer in both loyalty to God and service to others. Ponder your own commitments as you read, and pray for the many Adventists whom God has called to serve in government positions around the world.

Keep the kingdom always before you.

Bill Knott

Adventists Do Good
in Bahamas,
Prime Minister Says

- The national leader of the Bahamas applauded the Seventh-day Adventist Church recently for its contributions to society and ongoing work in the community.

  Prime Minister Hubert Ingraham called the church a “beacon of faithful service and Christian stewardship in our country,” citing Adventist work among young people and in support of strong families and healthy lifestyles.

  “You’ve also made an important contribution to education in the Bahamas, molding the lives of young men and women who have, in turn, contributed to the community and national development,” Ingraham said.

  The prime minister’s comments came during the October 30, 2011, dedication ceremony for the new headquarters of the church’s Atlantic Caribbean Union Mission. The administrative region oversees Adventist Church work in the Bahamas, Cayman Islands, and the Turks and Caicos Islands. Previously the union mission served a constituency of nearly 30,000 Adventists from temporary headquarters in the Summer Winds Plaza, also in Nassau.

  Ingraham previously commended the Adventist Church when the Bahamas parliament voted in May to recognize the church’s then newly established Atlantic Caribbean Union Mission as the legal entity of the church in the Bahamas. Church leaders first created the union mission when they split the former West Indies Union Conference into two administrative regions to recognize church growth and financial autonomy in the Caribbean.

  Israel Leito, president for the Adventist Church in Inter-America, told Ingraham that Adventists in the Bahamas appreciate the high
level of religious freedom the country’s government grants.

In his keynote address Leito also reminded the audience why they had gathered—to dedicate not the building itself, but the people who work there “to serve God’s people and the community.”

Brazil Previews The Great Hope Book Effort

■ Hundreds of South American Seventh-day Adventist leaders and their spouses spent a late 2011 Saturday morning distributing copies of The Great Hope.

The missionary sharing book is a modern-language version of Adventist Church cofounder Ellen G. White’s The Great Controversy, which traces God’s leading throughout history and provides answers for today’s unsettled world.

Adventists worldwide have pledged to share millions of copies of the book with friends and neighbors in 2012 as part of the world church’s Revival and Reformation initiative. In the church’s South American Division alone, leaders plan to distribute 52 million copies of the book. The region is known for wide-scale literature distribution campaigns.

The October 29, 2011, distribution was a preview of the main distribution, which is set to begin in March 2012, church leaders there said. In one region of Brazil alone, more than 120 pastors and their spouses handed out 5,000 copies of The Great Hope. Similar distributions were conducted in Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Uruguay, and Argentina, Chile and Brazil.

One recipient, restaurant owner Rosa Maria Dantas Ferreira, welcomed the copy of The Great Hope she received. She told church leaders that the book was the motivation she needed to seek God.

Erton Kohler, Adventist Church president for South America, said the distribution comes at a time that people worldwide are looking for answers. The Great Hope offers a balanced Biblical perspective on the world’s final events, he said.

In Germany, Adventist Chaplain Honored for Saving Babies

■ An 11-year effort in the Berlin, Germany, district of Zehlendorf, to save infant lives has been recognized by the national government. Gabriele Stangl, chaplain of the Waldfriede Seventh-day Adventist Hospital there, was awarded the Federal Republic of Germany’s Medal of Merit in a ceremony led by Steglitz-Zehlendorf mayor Norbert Kopp.

The “baby hatch” is a specially constructed box, with sensors, but without video surveillance, where an infant can be placed anonymously. “If a mother opens the door and places a newborn in the warming bed,” Stangl
explained, “sensors send a delayed alarm to the continuously manned gatehouse, so that the mother has enough time to leave the area undetected.” The baby will be immediately brought to the hospital’s nursery, and receives any necessary medical care. Foster families are assigned to care for the children, who can be reclaimed during an eight-week period; otherwise, the children are made available for adoption.

Stangl got the idea after counseling a dying 80-year-old woman who’d regretted the death of her baby, as well as others who were concerned about being identified as being pregnant, for various reasons. The north German city of Hamburg had established a similar refuge, and Stangl, working in her spare time, established such a program at Waldfriede. During its 11 years of operation, about 20 infants have been placed in the baby hatch, and another 110 women were able to anonymously give birth at the hospital.

The 91-year-old Waldfriede Adventist Hospital has 170 beds and served 9,000 inpatients and 18,000 outpatients last year.

—Herbert Bodenmann, Adventist Press Service, Switzerland

Cuban Adventist Pastors Meet in Historic Retreat

The Seventh-day Adventist Church in Cuba gathered its 150 ministers and their families for a historic retreat in Santa Clara last fall. The event, which took place September 23-25, 2011, became the first in 50 years to gather so many pastors and family members to unify and network as they strive to shepherd the fast-growing church on the island.

“It has been such an accomplishment to gather our ministerial body for this council,” said Pastor Aldo Perez, president for the church in Cuba. “We came together to share spiritual messages, spend time with pastoral families, pray together, and unify efforts to continue the great mission to spread the gospel.”

Nearly 400 met at the Canaan campground in central Cuba to participate in messages addressed to ministers, the ministry of pastors’ wives, and the nurturing of pastoral children.

Hector Sanchez, ministerial secretary for the Inter-American Division, spoke and encouraged pastors and their families to continue serving God as chosen leaders endeavoring to fulfill the mission of the church to a needy people on the island.

“Councils like this give the pastor and his family the opportunity to renew their commitment and calling and feel that their church has not forgotten nor abandoned them,” said Sanchez. “It’s about the identity of the pastor coming together with his identity as a husband and father.”

It was the end of a four-region visit across Inter-America for Pastor Sanchez, one that he will never forget. “It was an indescribable experience to be with our pastors, pray with them, and hear of the great blessings taking place throughout the church in Cuba,” he said.

Leticia De Los Santos, director for shepherdess ministries for the church in Inter-America, spoke to pastors’ wives on how to develop a strong supporting ministry in the church and addressed dozens of children of pastoral families on their purpose and legacy in an uncertain world.

Organized in 1905, the Seventh-day Adventist Church in Cuba has more than 32,000 church members worshipping in more than 280 churches and operates three conferences, one mission, and a seminary.
The challenges of evangelism in an unfriendly environment were brought home to Ted N. C. Wilson, General Conference president, during his visit to Japan in November 2011.

Although the Seventh-day Adventist Church has had work in Japan for more than 100 years, there are only approximately 15,000 church members in a nation of 128 million people. In 2009, according to statistics, 261 people joined the church in Japan, but 207 either died or were listed as “dropped or missing,” meaning a net gain of only 54 people.

Asking about this, Wilson was told by local leaders that Japan is a highly secular society, and that it is difficult to bring the Adventist message to people unfamiliar with and largely uninterested in Christian teachings. They also conceded that some Adventist members might have lost their enthusiasm for evangelism over the years.

“I realize that the Japanese Adventist Church is faced with many difficulties and challenges, but the Lord will surely do a miracle here if the church is armed with God’s Word and the Holy Spirit,” Wilson told Japanese church administrators in response.

Spending approximately a week in Japan, the world church leader was joined by Nancy Wilson, his wife, as well as Northern Asia-Pacific Division executives Jairyong Lee, president, and Akeri Suzuki, executive secretary. Masumi Shimada, president of the Adventist Church in Japan, welcomed the group to Hiroshima, the first stop in Wilson’s multicity visit. A port city and military center for Japan’s Imperial Army, it was destroyed by an atomic weapon on the morning of August 6, 1945.

Although Hiroshima was devastated by an atomic bomb,” Wilson told 400 students and church members who gathered in the auditorium of Hiroshima Adventist High School, “it has been developed as a symbolic city of peace through indomitable willpower and the courage of the Japanese people. When we stand firm upon God’s Word, depend on the Lord, and do our best in preaching the gospel of ultimate peace, the Seventh-day Adventist Church in Japan will be definitely revived.”

Also in Hiroshima, Wilson met Sumiko Ueki, a survivor of the atomic bombing. Now 83 years old, she worked at a Hiroshima munitions factory. The factory was just 1.2 miles (two kilometers) away from the bomb-struck area, but fortunately she had a narrow escape from death. After that incident she sent her daughter to an Adventist school, and she herself later became an Adventist.

On November 2 the group went to Okinawa and visited Okinawa Junior High School, where students performed traditional Okinawan music. Leaving the school, they went to the place where Adventist U.S. Army
Desmond Doss saved the lives of his fellow soldiers during the war, and were reminded of Doss’s dedication to the Lord and the nation. Doss, who was awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor, died in 2006.

In the evening, church members heard Wilson speak on revival at the Okinawa Adventist School. Among those in the congregation was Pastor Saburo Arakaki. He was sentenced to death for murder during World War II and imprisoned in Hawaii. However, he repented while in prison and fortunately was given a special amnesty. Coming back to Japan, he studied theology and became a minister.

When they spoke after the meeting, Wilson told Arakaki he appreciated his efforts in developing mission work on Okinawa as well as the establishment of an Adventist school there. Arakaki thanked Wilson for visiting Okinawa as a world church president, and said he is praying for Wilson.

Traveling to the tsunami- and earthquake-stricken city of Fukushima by bullet train after a flight back to the Japanese mainland, Wilson told local church members from that city and neighboring Sendai that the global Adventist family stood with the area’s victims.

“When on behalf of Seventh-day Adventists around the world, I give my deepest condolences to those in the Fukushima and Sendai areas who are still suffering from the affects of the tsunami, earthquake, and radiation release,” Wilson said. “Psalm 121:2 says, ‘My help comes from the Lord, the Maker of heaven and earth.’ The Lord alone keeps us from all harm and saves us. As no branch can bear fruit by itself, we should be close to the Word of God, who is our Creator, our Redeemer, our Savior, and our Lord. I hope you can overcome all your sufferings through His words and finally triumph in the name of Christ.”

On Sabbath, November 5, 2011, Wilson spoke to 1,300 members at the Yodobashi church in Tokyo’s Shinjuku district.

Wilson said, “As the name ‘Seventh-day Adventist’ reveals, we are a unique and special people who have a mission to preach the good news of the Lord’s second coming. This work must be accomplished by the power of the Holy Spirit.”

During his trip to Japan, Wilson visited several church institutions, including the Japan Union Conference, Tokyo Adventist Hospital, and several Adventist schools. The journey also took him to the Republic of Korea and to the 2011 year-end meetings of the church’s Northern Asia-Pacific Division.
Adventist World editor Bill Knott recently talked with General Conference president Elder Ted Wilson about the church’s historic decision in late 2010 to issue a public appeal for change.

Fifteen months ago General Conference leadership committed itself, in a very public way, to a personal experience of revival and reformation. They issued a call to the church, which we published in the January 2011 Adventist World, urging church members everywhere to look seriously into their own lives as well as our life together. You have traveled to every continent (except Antarctica) this last year, and you’ve been sampling the church’s engagement with this idea. What have you heard?

The response has been phenomenal, and I believe it’s due to the power of the Holy Spirit, in addition to the work and prayers of many dedicated people. This illustrates what revival and reformation is about, as outlined so beautifully in 2 Chron. 7:14: “If My people who are called by My name will humble themselves, and pray and seek My face, and turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin and heal their land” (NKJV).

This call from church leadership has struck a resonating chord in the hearts of church members because committed believers recognize that this church is more than just another denomination. It has a destiny and a real purpose—a heaven-born mission. The reason a person became a Seventh-day Adventist may have become a little bit dusty in his or her life, but when they take the time to reflect, they remember why they joined this movement, or why they chose to stay. Then comes the recognition that we need to prepare ourselves and others for Christ’s coming, and we do that through our submission to Him. We don’t work our way to heaven and engage in salvation by works. We come to the Lord and ask Him to fully control us, realizing that we are completely dependent on Christ for our salvation.

Do you think the emphasis on revival and reformation has changed the leadership culture of the church, and if so, in what ways?

Yes, I do. In many cases it seems to have created a much sharper picture of urgency on the part of many leaders. They recognize why we are in administration—not to perpetuate a complicated organization, but to proclaim a message, to prepare a people. That recognition seems to have changed a number of leaders.
Even in this building [the world headquarters]?
The impact is especially visible here. We don’t want to major in the minors. We want to focus on the important things. We want to be Christ-like in our relationship with others, within our work, realizing that our ultimate objectives are larger than job security and self-preservation. Our objectives become heavenly objectives as we see a much bigger picture than ourselves, and the Great Controversy theme becomes more vivid in our thinking.

You’ve implied that revival and reformation is not a program, and there seems to be a lot of evidence for that. I’ve followed this from the beginning and have never seen a particular methodology enacted as part of this initiative. And yet it’s everywhere around the world already. That suggests believers are appropriating revival and reformation in very personal ways.

Absolutely. I also think it has increased our awareness as administrators and leaders for the need of simple, humble prayer. Just this morning in the GC Administrative Committee we had a substantial prayer session. There’s something about praying together—asking for God’s wisdom, and not simply offering an introductory prayer.

Most of the emphasis I’ve heard in the last year has focused on the revival part of Revival and Reformation. But there’s clearly a sequence here. What do you see reformation coming to mean? It will take a while, undoubtedly, to unfold in the life of the church. How does a Seventh-day Adventist Church that has been reformed look different than the one we see now?

I think it will appear in a more simplified manner. Life will become starker in its comparisons. Decisions will be made because of strong Biblical principles, not for expediency. Reformation will take place in the way that we deal with matters of eternal consequence. It will change the way we use our money in the church, and personally. It will change our use of time and talents. Reforming means to change something; if nothing ever changes, then we’ve just gone through a meaningless exercise.

In my own personal life, it means addressing issues such as how do I make the time for spiritual growth in spending time with the Lord in my busy program? Am I spending the necessary time to walk two miles (3.5 km) a day? Am I organizing my time so I will get adequate sleep?

As leaders, it causes us to ask how we will look at large issues that affect the entire church. With our educational system, how will we make our schools as redemptive as possible and as Seventh-day Adventist as possible? How will we organize our local churches so they aren’t simply performing a routine Sabbath exercise, but will truly feed us from the Word of God and motivate us to do practical missionary work? How will it change our view on what we eat and how we share our precious health message with our neighbors? How will godly reformation change our entertainment habits and all kinds of lifestyle choices? What will it do for our evangelistic outreach—personally, and as a worldwide church?

You believe that the momentum which began with this initiative has a long trajectory?

Revival and reformation is the foundation of everything we are building on until the Lord comes. It’s not just a declaration: “In five years we will all be reformed.” It has to be a daily experience, and it has to focus on the relationship each one of us has with Jesus.

You suggested some corporate reforms as well as personal ones, and you used the term, “simplified.” Can you elaborate?

The world is far too busy and complex, and some simple order has to emerge sometime or we’ll all be overwhelmed by the complexity of life. I think the Seventh-day Adventist message brings a simpler approach to how we order our personal lives and our common life together.

We need to live with a sense of balance that only comes as the Holy Spirit leads in our lives. We can’t do these things on our own. The “simple” aspect of life doesn’t guarantee that your life necessarily becomes less complicated, but perhaps it will become less frenetic. With the leading of the Holy Spirit, you’ll learn to put things into proper perspective and priority.

We don’t have to do everything as a last-day movement: we can’t do everything. So we have to prioritize. One of the biggest hazards of being a Seventh-day Adventist Christian in these last days is that the devil tries to distract us in every possible way from the mission objectives of the church. He wants our lives to become so complicated that we are simply running around, not focusing on priorities. The Holy Spirit helps us to get our personal and corporate priorities straight. It’s like the re-set button on a computer. The computer jams up and we get frustrated. Just re-set it or pull the battery out, and start over.

Out of that change comes a new path, a clearer, simpler structure that lets you again see your way toward an objective. For many church members who are living the daily life of faith in very challenging situations, where there is no institutional culture around them, what does it mean to talk about revival and reformation?
I think it gives them an anchor, not only in the present, but also in the future. It's something that helps guide them toward an ultimate restoration of what it means to be a son or daughter of God. For many who don’t have a lot of material goods in this life, it’s much easier to comprehend the value of eternal life.

For those of us who seem to have been blessed by living in cultures where we have considerable material gain, our lives are actually more cluttered. The ones who have less can often see more clearly the ultimate picture of restoration. Those of us who are distracted with the comforts with which we surround ourselves aren’t quite sure whether we need to have that future immediately or want to stay around here a little longer.

It’s no secret that the church in the southern hemisphere is growing more rapidly, more dynamically, than in the northern hemisphere. That’s a big generalization, but are we being taught something by the way the Lord is working in what we used to call developing nations? Are we learning from them?

I’m not sure we are learning from them as much as we should, but they are certainly teaching us something. I hope we are learning that life is more than just achieving. It is submission to the Lord and to values that far exceed anything we could gain on this earth. We’re all being taught lessons by believers in developing regions who are modeling what it means to give everything we have and everything we are to the Lord and His cause.

“One Day Church
Namatunu, Malawi

“It’s just a small way from town. Just 20 minutes.”

We accepted Elijah’s assessment of the distance and settled down for a 20-minute ride through the stony Malawi hills from Blantyre to Elijah’s village. About 20 minutes later we broke free from the congested city roads and began threading through the hills with Elijah and Richard, two of Maranatha’s Malawian employees.

They pointed in various directions along the way. “See, right there on the hillside gleaming beside the thatched roofs. We built that church up there! And down there beside the sugarcane—that’s a church we built too!”

Two hours later Richard stopped at the top of a long hill and pointed far across the valley. “That’s where Elijah lives.”

And that’s when Elijah took over, telling the story of learning about Jesus from a colporteur who had sold him a copy of *The Desire of Ages*.

Richard drove another five minutes down the road, and then Elijah called for a stop.

“When I heard that Maranatha was going to be building churches in my country, I knew we would have to have one for our church. We asked a landowner how much it would cost to buy a lot large enough for a brand-new One-Day steel church. He sold us this plot right here for US$1,000.”

Just off the road, clinging to the red dirt hillside, gleamed a brand-new one-day Church.

“We didn’t have any money,” Elijah continued, “but one of our elders said we ought to raise chickens to pay for the land. I went to town and bought 16 chickens—one for each family—and we dedicated them here, asking God to make those chickens make so many chickens that we could sell many eggs and many fryers and pay the owner his $1,000 so we would have a place to plant a new Seventh-day Adventist church.”

We watched as the church members walked toward us from beneath the steel roof of their new church home, singing a song of thanksgiving.

*The One-Day Church program is a collaborative effort between the Seventh-day Adventist Church, Adventist-laymen’s Services and Industries (ASI), and Maranatha Volunteers International. These stories come to you each month from Maranatha’s “Storyteller,” Dick Duerksen.*
Saying that we live in interesting times is surely an unassailable assertion. It is backed up by the revolutionary contagion that has swept the Middle East, has shown a troubling example of its potential in England, and is the undercurrent of Tea Party and Occupy Wall Street movements in the United States.

Financial meltdown was the big story of two years ago; now we live in a whirlpool of ever-deepening financial distress. Social and financial changes alone easily make these “interesting” times. Natural calamities, increasingly described in intensity as “biblical,” only add to the interest. Religious tension in the world in general is an undeniable indicator of prophetic interest.

By Lincoln E. Steed, Liberty magazine

“May you live in interesting times” is said to be an ancient Chinese curse. Although documentation of that is lacking, it is one of three curses of increasing severity. The other two certainly speak to where we find ourselves today. The second says, “May you come to the attention of those in authority.” The third: “May you find what you are looking for.” These three “curses” actually identify an emerging opportunity for the proclamation of our religious liberty message.

Have a Seat

A few weeks ago I was in a television studio preparing to tape upcoming segments of our weekly Liberty Insider program. The roster of topics was long. In the past we have filled out more than a month’s worth of topics just by taking that day’s newspaper and discussing headlines with religious liberty relevance. There is never a shortage of topics with “present truth” religious liberty relevance!

That particular morning I was impressed that, taken as a whole, this shaking of the natural order presents an unparalleled opportunity for us to speak out. I was impressed that now is the moment for each of us to speak to the significance of the moment: some through enabling donations; others through direct contact with neighbors, other church groups, and civil authorities. I was impressed that rather than

Continued on next page →
talking to a television audience, I had to involve it.

With cameras rolling and with the guest chair empty, I opened the show. Gesturing to the empty chair, I said, “I want you to put yourself in this seat. Together we can review the situation and speak out for religious liberty.” Then I described the world much as I began this article. “We have a world of opportunity given to us by these changes,” I said. “‘Threats’ can just as easily be opportunities if we use them.”

A Sunday Law by Any Name

For the past half year I have been receiving fevered e-mails from Adventists panicked over a new Sunday-closing blue law in North Dakota. State blue laws are a vestige of the days when religious groups happily used civil laws to encourage religious practice—particularly Sunday observance. While more than 20 states retain blue laws on the books, they are generally ignored. After all, most Americans pay lip service to separation of church and state; most are aware that laws based on their religious views can as easily be replaced by ones based on someone else’s faith.

The fear in those e-mails put in my mind Paul’s advice to Timothy: “For God has not given us a spirit of fear, but of power and of love and of a sound mind” (2 Tim. 1:7). Sunday laws such as the one in North Dakota are not the Sunday law, nor would a national Sunday law pass if put before the U.S. Congress today. Tomorrow—well, that’s another matter!

U.S. Supreme Court justice Antonin Scalia, only one of nine to be sure, but often a vocal herald of the conservative position, has unburdened himself publicly that blue laws are constitutional. Forces are in motion that will one day bring such a law. But not today! Today is a moment of opportunity when we can still proclaim the gospel with freedom.

The North Dakota law requires stores to close a half day on Sunday. A similar law was in effect until a 1991 blizzard, combined with store closings, caused enough distress for people to call for the law to be revoked. This time around the blue law comes in a less-religious guise.

Shortly after passage of the law, an editorial in the Fargo-Moorhead Forum took issue with “all those North Dakotans who cling to the myth that partial Sunday opening somehow honors a Sabbath day.”

It was a good point, but it was quickly qualified a few days later in an article by Christopher Dodson, executive director of the North Dakota Catholic Conference, who claimed that the laws “serve a secular, not religious, purpose.” Dodson then quoted from the Compendium of the Social Doctrine of the Church, which suggests the duty of public authorities is “to ensure that, for reasons of economic productivity, citizens are not denied time for rest and divine worship.” His conclusion: “Sunday-closing laws are not about honoring the Sabbath day; they are about honoring people and families.”

A winsome argument indeed, although one that obscures a faulty religious freedom dynamic—one that happily looks to the state for religious structure.

The appeal for family time is eerily similar to the logic brought to a recent spate of similar family-time laws in Europe. The language used is directly parallel to the 2009 Papal Encyclical Caritas in Veritate (Charity in Truth). This wide-ranging document attempts to incorporate Christian principles into all the challenges of the modern world—issues of sovereignty, migration, finance, capital and labor, and family values. It is the document in which Pope Benedict famously called for the creation of “a true world political authority.”

A World in Flux

For students of prophecy, there is nothing new here: not even when Benedict writes that “such an authority would need to be universally recognized and to be vested with the effective power to ensure security.… I would have to have the authority to ensure compliance with its decisions.” These are amazing words for anyone unfamiliar with the book of Revelation or The Great Controversy.

But the story is not yet over. We do not yet have such a global body, certainly not with the authority and intention to compel Sunday observance or some family day equivalence. What we have is a world, a society, in flux. We have a world in which old
realities coexist with new ones, a world faced with so many seemingly intractable issues that there is openness to new or alternative thinking.

The war on terrorism has surely played a huge role in precipitating the collapse of Western values. Ellen White wrote many years ago that one day the United States would repudiate every principle of its Constitution (see Testimonies for the Church, vol. 5, p. 451). She looked specifically to a time that a Protestant society would enact laws compelling a day of worship, as was done in the Middle Ages under the influence of Roman Catholicism.

But I think her words embrace the whole process of turning away from the basic principles of the dignity of the individual and a view of freedom based on values not force. The way is well prepared for an imposed solution to global problems.

In the meantime, consider these realities:

We have religious freedom in most Western countries, and our opportunities to speak out have never been greater. In those countries in which religious freedom is restricted (60 percent of the world’s population) the effects of global upheaval have virtually guaranteed that religious freedom is a matter of debate either within those countries or by the global community. There exists an unparalleled opportunity for people of faith to join the discussion and introduce religious liberty concepts that truly give “liberty to the captives,” as Jesus proclaimed at the outset of His ministry (Luke 4:18).

Our church in North America is newly serious about distributing The Great Controversy, a book that Ellen White particularly recommended for broad distribution. Some members fear that its distribution will cause a backlash from those offended by it. They may be right. It is unvarnished in describing the battle for truth and the persecutions of the Middle Ages.

But we live in an age when all is in flux and people want to know the meaning of events. The book is sure to find ready readers with this group. After Liberty magazine recently published a series of articles about persecution and a few editorials that gave part of our end-time view, one reader wrote: “We want to know more about your church. There are a lot of us out here who want to know.”

**Spotlight on North America**

The war on terror awoke the United States. You know the country I mean: the mixed multitude that includes lapsed Protestants and secularists whose argument against religion mostly boils down to “we can’t be bothered with old stuff.”

The result has been interesting. A lot of religionists have found comfort in the state, and look to it to advance their faith (a sort of Christian Sharia response). One would think secularists would thus be confirmed in their suspicion of religion’s effects. But the most curious effect has been a runaway interest in Islam by society at large.

When talking about the curious awakening of the secular mind to religion, a Coptic Christian I recently met in Australia—a far more secular Western culture than our own—observed that those growing up in a secular society are almost naive about religion, and in many ways easily influenced when it truly impacts their lives.

As I write, the presidential primary election process in the U.S. is steam-rollering ahead. Already religion is the topic du jour. Candidates have fawned for various religious elements. One candidate even changed her church affiliation just, it seems, to be more acceptable to the religious vote. Others have gone on the religious attack.

Intolerant things have been said about the Mormon faith of Republican Mitt Romney. Do you think he or his faith has really been harmed? It may harden opposition in certain quarters, but we know from four years ago that this only encourages people to investigate such a belief system. Perhaps “coming to the attention of those in authority” is something we should hope for. The apostle Paul seemed determined to speak before authorities as he witnessed on his way to his Roman imprisonment.

Red-lettered in my Bible are Jesus’ instructions on witnessing in times of trial. He says we will be brought before the highest authorities to answer for our faith. Don’t worry, He said: “It will be given to you in that hour what you should speak” (Matt. 10:19). He encouraged those in times of testing: “What you hear in the ear, preach on the housetops” (verse 27).

That may be the way of finding what we are looking for in this revolutionary moment in time.
The Prophecies Decoded NET 2011 series finished on October 29 with hundreds of baptisms! More than 650 churches across North America participated in this latest satellite evangelism series. It included revival broadcasts, evangelism training, equipping for community outreach, use of various church ministries for evangelism, specialized broadcasts on creation and archaeology for the sake of interest building, and follow-up training.

Shown on Hope Church Channel and Hope Channel, the series was available to thousands of viewers via DirecTV. Early reports indicate a large number of people watching from all over the division. Viewers could call an 800 number to request resources and spiritual counseling.

Guests were impressed with the quality of the series and its scriptural basis. “I’ve learned more in a few nights,” said one, “than in 59 years of Christian worship. My heart has been hungry to understand Revelation, as well as many Old Testament books and references. Thank you for these studies!”

Church members were gratified by the series’ Christ-centeredness. “This is the best presentation of the Sabbath I’ve ever heard!” wrote a lifelong church member. “Each night I’m learning something new about Jesus.… I’ve grown up an Adventist, but have struggled with believing that God really loved and cared for me…. I was expecting only prophecy, yet I’m hearing ‘Jesus loves me’ through it all. Thank you!”

The live presentations were uplinked from the Madison Campus church in Tennessee. In Madison 57 individuals were baptized by the end of the series, and another 55 were scheduled for baptism within weeks. A total of 107 guests made decisions for baptism or to join the church by profession of faith. Member attendance increased, rather than decreased, over the course of the series.

Lives Changed

Emily attended the meetings from the beginning. The messages so impacted her that she pleaded with Matt, her live-in boyfriend and father of their two children, to attend with her. The Holy Spirit spoke to their hearts. Matt quit smoking and drugs and requested special prayer to be rid of the demons talking in his head. He was
anointed and prayed over, and two days later he found perfect peace in Jesus. He kept repeating, “I now belong to Jesus!”

On the last Sabbath of the series Emily and Matt were married in the baptismal tank. After the groom kissed the bride, they were buried in the waters of baptism to start their new lives together.

Jean is well educated, with business and political connections at both state and national levels. A talented pianist, she has played for two United States presidents, worked for Billy Graham, and led in a host of social and political endeavors in Ivy League universities.

Jean came to the Creation and archaeology meetings that were part of the Evangelism 360 NET 2011 process. An Adventist physician had cared for her and her family, and he invited her to the meetings. On the last Sabbath of the series she was accepted into the remnant church by profession of faith. Her son, a former Pentecostal minister, joined the church through baptism.

Becky was invited to attend the meetings in Madison by her Adventist landlord. She had grown disappointed with religion, and had struggled for years with an alternative lifestyle. However, the Holy Spirit healed her wounded heart as night by night she heard God’s Word. For the first time she felt forgiveness was hers by the love of Christ. On the last night of the meetings, overwhelmed with joy, Becky found a new life in Christ!

Many more stories are yet to be told. NET evangelism works! It must be done with much prayer, careful planning, and organization, and the Word must be preached with the power of God’s love. With these in place every barrier can be overcome.

Evangelism is the toughest job you’ll ever love. But I can honestly say I wouldn’t trade it for anything else in the world!

Prophecies Decoded messages are archived at www.propheciesdecoded.com. Dozens of churches not originally involved have scheduled a series in the coming weeks and months. Resources and materials are available at www.NADEI.org, or 269-471-8303.
Collaboration, Not Confrontation

The article by Martin Weber, “Join Us for the Journey” (September 2011), was outstanding and very appropriate for the times in which we live. As a professional musician, my musical talents have been needed beyond Sabbath mornings. Beginning in 1980 and continuing to the present, I have been privileged and honored to play organ and piano in such denominations as First Church of God, Episcopalian, Lutheran (ELCA, LCMC), Presbyterian, Baptist, Methodist, and Roman Catholic. While employed by these churches, I do not formally “join” the membership, but several congregations have chosen to make me an “honorary” member. It is such a joy to worship and fellowship with other Christians, and doctrinal differences rarely, if ever, come between us. Focusing on what I have in common with these wonderful God-loving people is what counts. I have never felt the need nor been asked to compromise my Seventh-day Adventist beliefs while employed in these churches. If anything, it has given me an opportunity to share the reasons I believe the way I do while still respecting their beliefs. In fact, I even go out of my way to ask them why they believe a certain doctrine, as I enjoy learning new things all the time.

Weber’s emphasis on collaboration instead of confrontation is absolutely the best solution for evangelizing our fellow Christians. Outstanding job by Weber—and I would like to see more of this type of article published in our Seventh-day Adventist periodicals.

Robert Aaron
Shelton, Washington
At the beginning of each new year, the North American Division (NAD) church family sets aside the first Sabbath in January as a Day of Prayer. Some make it a weekend event, beginning on Friday night and finishing with a prayer breakfast on Sunday morning. In many places it has become a power-packed weekend of fellowship and intercessory prayer. God responds as His people join their hearts with His all across this vast division on the first Sabbath (in some cases the second or third Sabbath) to pray for our countries, our communities, our churches, our families, and our own needy hearts. Is there a better way to begin the new year than to be in harmony with the heart of God together?

The format for the Sabbath or weekend may vary according to the needs and purposes in your community, but one component that’s always appropriate is a time of prayer and blessing for our pastors and conference, union conference, and division leaders. Pray for those in your area by name, asking God for specific help and blessing.

Recently I was impressed with this amazing quote from The Desire of Ages: “[God] is well pleased when [His children] make the very highest demands upon Him, that they may glorify His name. They may expect large things if they have faith in His promises” (p. 668).

What great prayers is God leading you to pray? Ask Him what’s on His heart. How would He expand your horizons to include the people and needs of which you may be unaware? Our prayers profoundly affect the dark and hopeless places of the world, because prayer is a life-changer: “The earnest prayer of a righteous person has great power and produces wonderful results” (James 5:16, NLT).*

So how can we break through the darkness in the least-evangelized nations of the world, and the darkest places in our own North America? The answer is prayer. Supernatural battles are won with supernatural weapons.

Here are some ideas you may want to discuss with your prayer leadership committee. Incidentally, you’ll want to have a planning/prayer committee that meets regularly to consider the needs of your church and community.

1. Prayer seminars. Learn how to prayer-walk, how to pray for an hour, how to pray for your pastor and church leaders. These classes can precede a prayer weekend, or be offered on Sabbath afternoons.
2. All-night prayer services. Pray all night, or offer a come-and-go experience through the night. You may want to begin at sundown with a special vespers to open the Sabbath, and have a segment planned each hour until midnight—or later—by a different person, family, Sabbath school class, or department in the church.
3. Invite pastors of other denominations to join you. They may even wish to help with the planning. Provide events for families with children so they can participate early in the evening.
4. Provide time for youth. Singing, sharing, and praying is not only an encouragement to others but provides strength for those who share. Everyone, even the young, has a story that can inspire someone.
5. Small-group Bible studies. Sharing and discussing discoveries from the Bible is a memorable and inspirational experience for all ages. We learn from one another as we study and pray together.
6. Sabbath community outreach. Prayer walking and visiting those who are housebound, those who live in nursing homes, and those who are in hospitals provide opportunities to make faith real. Try to randomize the groups so that families and friends can meet and work with others they might not know as well.
7. Special services. Plan a baptismal service, a Communion service, or an agape meal as part of your prayer weekend.
8. Pray systematically. Pray through the church directory, or prayer-walk through the church, praying for each department and ministry, even the baptistry.
9. Pray for your students. Don’t forget to pray for the schools, academies, colleges, and universities in your community and conference.
10. Pray for churches of all denominations in your community.

Do you have a request that seems impossible? You’re in good company. Abraham was there too, but his faith never wavered (see Rom. 4:20).

We’ll be praying for you, that this new year will be all that God has in mind for you and for your church.*

* Scripture quotations marked NLT are taken from the Holy Bible, New Living Translation, copyright © 1996, 2004, 2007. Used by permission of Tyndale House Publishers, Inc., Carol Stream, Illinois 60188. All rights reserved.

Ruthie Jacobsen is director of prayer ministries for the North American Division.

By Ruthie Jacobsen
Urinary tract infections (UTIs) are quite common in women. In fact, every year 12 out of 100 women ages 20 to 24 come down with an infection. More than 40 percent of women experience one UTI in their lifetime, and some 25 to 33 percent experience more than a single infection.

The most common germ causing this infection is called Escherichia coli (E. coli); during the past few years an increasing number of these germs have become resistant to multiple antibiotics. These organisms are resistant to antibiotics because they produce an enzyme that destroys the “beta-lactam” antibiotics. They have been called extended-spectrum beta-lactamase-producing organisms, or ESBL for short.

E. coli that have a special ability to cause UTIs do so by attaching themselves to glycoproteins in the wall of the bladder. These E. coli are specifically dangerous to the urinary tract because they possess small fimbriae (fingers) that stick them onto the cells of the bladder, which keeps them from being easily washed off. Some of these E. coli also secrete toxins that damage the bladder lining and promote infection.

The bladder, in its defense, produces substances that give some resistance to the infection, and the kidneys also produce proteins that coat the fimbriae on the E. coli. UTIs represent a failure of these defense mechanisms.

As women grow older and become postmenopausal they are at an increased risk of UTIs, because the vaginal bacteria that keep the vagina acidic and slow the growth of E. coli there, called friendly lactobacilli, decrease in number. Similarly, antibiotic use also may decrease the number of these lactobacilli. The female anatomy makes it easier for colonic bacteria (E. coli) to get into the bladder. A variety of recommended methods—such as the direction of wiping and the use of douches—have not been shown to reduce the risk of urinary tract infections.

Prevention, which is our emphasis in this column, would suggest that drinking copious amounts of water—enough to ensure clear-colored urine—might be helpful to women with a urinary infection. This makes for natural and frequent flushing of the bladder. Naturally, any anatomical abnormality that can be corrected should be treated. Cranberry juice, if available in the region of the world in which you live, makes the urine acidic and possibly blocks the adherence of the bacteria to the bladder wall. Lactobacilli to populate the vagina have been administered as a probiotic in capsule form, but evidence of the efficacy of such measures in reducing the incidence of UTIs is lacking.

In the postmenopausal woman, topical vaginal estrogen cream may help reestablish the vaginal cells and lactobacilli, in turn creating a more acidic environment that inhibits E. coli. Studies are not uniformly supportive of such treatment, however. Despite the increase in highly resistant forms of E. coli, there still are a few strategies to combat urinary tract infections. A form of antibiotics called carbapenems have to be given by intravenous route, but are capable of eradicating ESBLs.

Urine cultures will often show sensitivity to cheaper, more common antimicrobials, and these should be used for symptomatic UTIs. An antibacterial medication called fosfomycin has been used in Europe and Japan, and so far seems to be a satisfactory medication when given as a single three-gram dose. It cannot cure kidney infections and sepsis, however, and is not indicated for these serious infections. In the laboratory clavulanic acid seems to be effective against ESBL-producing E. coli, but in practice it has not been as successful.

Research continues with various combinations of antibiotics. In the meantime, drinking lots of water and other fluids, impeccable personal hygiene, and possibly the use of local estrogens if postmenopausal, are a woman’s best hope of staying clear of UTIs.
We love the book of Daniel! Many of us enjoy a familiarity with this prophetic gem dating back to our childhood: the furnace, the lions, the stunning accuracy of its prophecies. But hidden beneath all this lies an amazing story about prayer and the supernatural. Perhaps more than any other place in Scripture, God briefly parts the curtain between the seen and the unseen and gives us a tantalizing peek at what happens when we pray.

Prayer Power

Daniel, by now a senior citizen, knows that God’s people and city are not faring well. The restoration of Jerusalem faces serious opposition. In response to this crisis, Daniel fasts (Dan. 10:3) and prays. At the end of 21 days he receives a vision. Awestruck, Daniel can hardly breathe; he lies flat on the ground and can’t stop shaking. An angel touches and strengthens him—he cowers on the ground on his hands and knees (verse 10).

The angel then says, “O Daniel, man greatly beloved, understand the words that I speak to you, and stand upright, for I have now been sent to you” (verse 11). How encouraging! In response to earnest prayer God acted by sending an angel to Daniel—as He had done already in the previous chapter (Dan. 9:23).

The angel continues: “Do not fear, Daniel, for from the first day that you set your heart to understand, … your words were heard; and I have come because of your words” (Dan. 10:12). Incredible—God acts in answer to our prayers!

Digging Deeper

But wait, you say—Daniel was praying twenty-one days ago. What was the holdup? The next verse is, in our minds, surprising, perhaps even baffling, and definitely one of the most intriguing passages of Scripture. Listen as the angel explains what happened “on the way”:

“But the prince of the kingdom of Persia withstood me twenty-one days; and behold, Michael, one of the chief princes, came to help me, for I had been left alone there with the kings of Persia” (verse 13).

What? He got “held up” on the way? Got “stuck” with this “prince” for the 21 days Daniel had been fasting and praying? What prince, and why (and how?) did the prince hold him up? What kind of resistance did the prince offer? And
Why did the angel need “help”—as if he couldn’t accomplish what he was attempting to do without that help? Evidently God sent the angel “from the first day,” but no answer appeared for 21 days because of supernatural background action.

To make matters more intriguing, the Hebrew word translated “prince” occurs 420 times in the Old Testament but not once does it refer to a king. This has led some translators to render the Hebrew word translated “prince” as “spirit prince” (NLT), “angel prince” (TEV; Message), or even “guardian angel” (CEV). Many commentators then conclude that this “prince” against which the angel struggles (again in verse 20) is actually an evil supernatural being whose assignment is the people of the Persian Empire. Whether the angel wrestled with a supernatural or human prince, it is clear that Cyrus was hindering the path of success for God’s people.

When God seems to be deaf, passive, uninterested, and far removed—remember the angel’s words to Daniel.

What About Our Prayers?

There are a number of important lessons involving our prayers:

First, from the moment we begin to pray, God hears us. How eagerly, almost impatiently, parents wait to hear their child’s first words. They listen carefully for those memorable one or two syllables. As our children grow older we still eagerly wish to know their needs, and hear ourselves saying: “Don’t cry. Just tell me what you need.” How much more will our Lord strain His ears to hear our every prayer. “A divine hand is reached toward you. The hand of the Infinite is stretched over the battlements of heaven to grasp your hand in its embrace.” What a thrilling picture of God—eagerly leaning over the banisters of heaven and reaching down to us.

Recently our 8-year-old daughter unknowingly reiterated the unspoken cry of our world as she was about to fall asleep. She asked: “Does God really hear me when I pray? There are millions of people in the world.” Psalm 33:13-15 says: “The Lord looks from heaven; He sees all the sons of men…. He fashions their hearts individually; He considers all their works.”

Second, a delay doesn’t mean God isn’t working in the background. Perhaps there is a difficult, seemingly impossible situation with a spouse or a child, and when you prayed, things seemed to get worse. When God seems to be deaf, passive, uninterested, and far removed—remember the angel’s words to Daniel. God heard Daniel’s humble, submissive prayers immediately, but supernatural background action caused a delay. “Heavenly beings are appointed to answer the prayers of those who are working unselfishly…. Each angel has his particular post of duty, which he is not permitted to leave for any other place. If he should leave, the powers of darkness would gain an advantage.”

Sometimes God allows delay simply for our good. Up to age 27, I (Heather) was praying for the right husband, if indeed I was to be married. Did God hear my prayer immediately? Certainly. Did He answer it immediately? Seven years I waited for “Mr. Right,” who also was waiting on God for the answer to his prayers. Looking back, I’m so glad for the seven-year delay! “God does not always answer our prayers the first time we call upon Him; for should He do this, we might take it for granted that we had a right to all the blessings and favors He bestowed upon us. Instead of searching our hearts to see if any evil was entertained by us, any sin indulged, we should become careless, and fail to realize our dependence upon Him.”

So what happened with the angel of Daniel 10? “For three weeks Gabriel wrestled with the powers of darkness, seeking to counteract the influences at work on the mind of Cyrus…. The victory was finally gained; the forces of the enemy were held in check all the days of Cyrus.” For some reason, still unclear to us, it “is a part of God’s plan to grant us, in answer to the prayer of faith, that which He would not bestow did we not thus ask.” If you are interceding for others, be one who decides to “pray and not lose heart” (Luke 18:1). Your words are heard! And in the grand scheme of the great controversy between good and evil, God has somehow decided that He will act when we pray, and answer when we ask.

When God’s love is extended, you and I will want to know why. When God’s power is demonstrated, we will want to understand how. When God’s promises are fulfilled, we will seek to know why and how He does it. For God has said: “If you call to Me, I will answer you; if you ask for Me, I will be revealed to you.”

Heather and Bill Krick live in California, where Bill is the director of literature ministries for the Central California Conference and Heather home-schools their two daughters, Savannah and Heidi.
As a young boy I particularly cherished the 15-minute mission story presented at church each Sabbath. It was a time to hear about extraordinary people who were living incredible experiences in countries I’d never heard of before. They were missionaries, leaving their country for many years to talk about Jesus with people who had never heard His name. Looking back, I realize that those missionary stories likely were a catalyst for my spending 11 years in Africa later in my life.

Today as I ponder the mission offering statistics of the Seventh-day Adventist Church, I remember listening with rapt attention to the latest mission stories, while my parents donated to mission service 65 cents for every dollar they returned for tithe. Such financial commitment to mission is rare now; it’s down to four cents for each tithe dollar.1 Could the reason be that the sharing of mission stories such as those I treasured in my youth has become almost nonexistent in most local churches?

It’s true that local church needs have exploded—and it’s easy to understand why, especially in large towns and cities. Taxes and city regulation expenses such as security, parking facilities, and so forth have skyrocketed. But the issue is more complex than that. My fear is that we have lost sight of the bigger picture, such as why the Adventist Church exists, its raison d’être. Is it to ensure that we have top-of-the-line technological equipment? that our air-conditioning is working properly? that the color of the carpet matches the church pews? I don’t think our pioneers had the same concerns. Mission was their primary focus.

When the church first sent missionaries to various regions of North America and beyond, leaders realized they didn’t have a regular inflow of funds to sustain the missionaries in their work. None of the pastors at that time received a regular salary. Instead, church members would provide them with monetary gifts when they felt impressed to do so. Most of those members, however, worked hard just to sustain their families. Missionaries, therefore, didn’t venture out to parts unknown with a contract in their pocket indicating how much they would earn. So, because of the church’s deep-rooted sense of mission, church leaders turned to God’s Word in quest of a solution. They studied the biblical principles of tithing, and then introduced them to the church body.

Ellen White encouraged her husband, James, to call the ministers together and to ask J. N. Andrews to conduct a Bible class on what the Scriptures presented as a plan for sustaining the ministry. This study took place in Battle Creek in 1859. At the end of the meeting the conclusion was that “the tithing system is just as binding as it ever was…. Let us call it Systematic Benevolence on the tithing principle.”2

As the church grew and expanded...
its outreach, members played an increasingly vital role in sustaining mission through regular freewill offerings in addition to tithing. They were eager to complete the Great Commission and share the gospel message with the world. Church members rather than leaders initiated the practice of collecting money during church services, and it was only years later that this practice was introduced as an official church offering. Over time, an entire system of offerings developed. Mission was always the focus of these offerings.

The Sabbath School Offering originated in 1878, with the goal of helping to support the mission in Australia.

The Investment Fund started in New York in the 1880s, and again this offering was designated as part of the World Budget Offering for mission.

The Birthday/Thank Offering began in 1905 and is part of the World Budget Offering for mission.

The Week of Sacrifice Offering started in 1911 and was designated for the World Budget Offering for mission.

The Thirteenth Sabbath Offering project began in 1912. Part of this offering is designated for special mission projects.

For years mission offerings have been the greatest single source of funding for Adventist missions. As Seventh-day Adventists we are part of a church that is unique in the way it manages money. Church members who faithfully return their tithe and give offerings can say that they are participating in the world mission of our church. As far as I know, no other church has such a system. It’s a blessed one; it’s based on biblical principles; and it has enabled the church to send thousands of missionaries throughout the world, including unentered territories. But there are so many territories yet to reach.

As Seventh-day Adventists, we have lost focus somewhat on why we’re here, our raison d’être. Are you not weary of the state of the world in which we live? Is not your soul longing for Jesus’ soon return? If so, then consider the following:

1. Be sure your church uses the Adventist Mission DVD short stories, and/or the mission bulletin frequently to keep members apprised of mission offerings.

2. When an offering is called for, ask the person scheduled to make the appeal not to neglect mentioning the mission connection.

3. Be liberal in your giving to mission.

The last time I checked, God’s mission for His end-time church had not changed. It’s still: “Go and make disciples of all nations” (Matt. 28:19, NIV). Let’s show our commitment to sharing the gospel worldwide through both prayer and mission offerings.

Jean-Luc Lézeau wrote this article as associate director of the General Conference Stewardship Department. Lézeau is currently project manager for Adventist World.
“Cry aloud, spare not; lift up your voice like a trumpet; tell My people their transgression, and the house of Jacob their sins” (Isa. 58:1).

Tension filled the conference room in Moscow. Around the long table sat the Russian prime minister and other top government officials. It was summer 2008, and the cabinet of ministers had gathered to consider spending cuts amid the global recession.

The ministers concurred that plans to increase pension payments must be canceled. But one ministry official disagreed.

“I’m a believer,” said the official, Oksana Sergiyenko. “I don’t know how we will be able to do this. But if we decide today not to freeze pensions and to at least adjust them for inflation, God will bless our country.”

Then an amazing thing happened. The ministers unanimously agreed to adjust pensions for inflation annually.

“God blessed us in such a way that the price of oil nearly tripled in value between late 2008 and 2011,” said Alexei, a stock market analyst with Sberbank, Russia’s largest bank. “The budget line for pension payments has always been met.”

And that’s not all. Just weeks after Oksana spoke up, the prime minister promoted her to the post of deputy finance minister.

Oksana Sergiyenko, who ascended to the highest government post of any Seventh-day Adventist in Russia’s history, fearlessly expressed her love for God while cherishing her country, setting an example for all Adventists that they can faithfully serve God and country at the same time.

Oksana’s whirlwind career started when she moved to Moscow, broke and homeless, and landed a Finance Ministry job, rising to the upper echelons of government in a decade despite deep hostility over her faith. She died on August 30, 2011, after a struggle with cancer. She was 37.

“Is this not the fast that I have chosen: To loose the bonds of wickedness, to undo the heavy burdens, to let the oppressed go free, and that
you break every yoke? Is it not to share your bread with the hungry …?” (Isa. 58:6, 7).

Oksana loved Isaiah 58, and she clung to its promises of blessings when she stood up for the retirees at the cabinet session, her brother said.

But that wasn’t the first time that a biblical principle had allowed Russia to prosper. In 2003 and 2004, as billions of dollars from high oil prices flowed into government coffers, Oksana and her boss, then-finance minister Alexei Kudrin, called for a special government fund to collect the windfall. Oksana spent days and nights drafting plans for the stabilization fund, which she saw as Russia’s answer to the counsel God gave to Joseph to store grain during the seven years of plenty for an upcoming famine.

Sure enough, lean times arrived with the 2008 recession. The finance minister received praise from around the world for his farsightedness in stashing away more than $200 billion. Scarcely a word was uttered about Oksana’s role—and she liked it that way.

“She never wanted praise. She only wanted to make things easier for Kudrin and the other leaders,” said her mother, Larisa Sergiyenko, a former economist.

But Oksana wasn’t always like that.

Born on March 19, 1974, in Dushanbe, Tajikistan, Oksana grew up a proud and ambitious child, her mother said. An avowed atheist, she had one goal: to be first.

After graduating with an economics degree from a college in Uzbekistan, she set her sights on a career in Moscow. She and Alexei, four years her junior, arrived with no money or a place of their own. They stayed in a friend’s apartment and later moved into a dormitory while Oksana completed graduate work in economics.

Times were tough. Sometimes Oksana and Alexei lived for a week on a single loaf of bread. Some days they ate nothing. It was during that period—the most difficult and miserable in her life, her brother said—that Oksana prayed to God for the first time.

Oksana said in a January 2010 interview that she also started reading the Bible—and found the secret to happiness. “We are born selfish. When a baby comes into this world, he says, ‘Give me!’ He doesn’t say, ‘Here you are.’ He says, ‘Give, give, give,’” Sergiyenko said in the interview with 3ABN Russia television. “For many years I was like this. But when I met God, He showed me a completely different way of life. He said it is better to give than to receive. … When I began … to give rather than to receive, I began to receive incomparable blessings.”

One blessing involved work. Oksana didn’t want a routine job, so she boldly telephoned the Central Bank, the Economic Development and Trade Ministry, and the Finance Ministry. None had placed a job vacancy advertisement. But the Finance Ministry invited Oksana in for a job interview, and subsequently offered her an entry-level position with a salary of $100 a month in 1999.

Oksana didn’t care about the money, her family said—an attitude that set her apart as a true patriot.

“‘If you … call the Sabbath a delight, the holy day of the Lord honorable, and shall honor Him, not doing your own ways, … then you shall delight yourself in the Lord; and I will cause you to ride on the high hills of the earth’ (Isa. 58:13, 14).

In 2000 Oksana made what she called the most important decision of her life. She was baptized. “I entered into a covenant with the Lord,” she said in the television interview. “My life radically changed.”

Oksana embraced Adventism with reluctance. Her mother had been baptized years earlier, but Oksana and her brother had shunned her pleas to befriend God. Indeed, the two siblings grew so furious with their mother that at one point they threw her out of the home they shared in Uzbekistan. “I’m very ashamed now about how we treated her,” said Alexei, who was baptized a year after his sister.

Once Oksana took her stand for God, she determined never to attend a government meeting or conference on Sabbath. Many times the gatherings were rescheduled so she could participate.

“I’ve never had a problem with this issue because I have put it in God’s hands,” Oksana said. “God blesses me, and people at work see that.”

She also credited the blessings in her life to the amount of time that she spent with God—an hour every morning. “Even if I get only two to three hours of sleep, I set my alarm an hour early so I can spend time with God reading His Word,” she said.
The awards began to flow in. Her mother now has Oksana's collection of framed letters from the president, finance minister, and other senior officials recognizing Oksana's patriotism and contribution to national security. In 2007 then-president Putin decorated Oksana with the Medal of the Order for Service to the Fatherland, second rank.

But Oksana's activities went beyond drafting macroeconomic models for Russia's prosperity. She made God a part of her workday in ways seldom seen in corporate offices, much less in government ministries. Oksana hosted a weekly prayer group for ministry officials in her office. She organized Easter and Christmas concerts at two different ministries and invited Adventist musicians to perform. The ministries' concert halls were packed to their 200-person capacity, her family said, and Oksana made sure that every audience member left with a gift—a brand-new Bible.

Oksana explained in the TV interview that faith is often little more than a formality if a believer doesn't actively share God with others.

"If we buy a new washing machine, television, or some other kind of technology that eases our workload, makes our lives more comfortable, or helps us save money, we tell our neighbors and friends about it right away," she said. "How much more important it is for us to tell others who haven't seen God's light about the love of God that we as believers have found."

Oksana also prepared what she called a “spiritual gift”—a gift bag containing a Bible, mail-in Bible studies, and a DVD of her and her brother preaching at an Adventist church. She presented the gift bags to senior Russian officials on birthdays and religious holidays and to foreign ministers and even flight attendants on business trips.

Satan took notice. One of Oksana's biggest trials erupted days after the broadcast of the 3ABN television interview when a newspaper accused her of spending more time promoting Adventism than engaging in government work.

"According to sources in the Finance Ministry, prayers, religious seminars, and Bible studies are held weekly in Sergiyenko's office," said the report in the Vek newspaper.

"In the breaks between these activities, if there is time, the ministry officials work on budget planning," it said.

The newspaper also darkly hinted that Oksana was on the payroll of American spies who wanted to damage Russia's national interests.

The article was picked up by other media outlets and caused a storm in a country where the Russian Orthodox Church is the dominant religion and Protestants, including Adventists, are denounced as members of a sect. Lawmakers in the Russian parliament asked the prosecutor general's office to investigate.

The resulting inquiry delved into every facet of Oksana's life. Government agents scrutinized not only her work but also her childhood, studies, family, friends, and faith. But they failed to find one mistake or hint of wrongdoing. The investigation's results echoed the biblical account of the government officials seeking to find some charge against Daniel: "They could find no charge or fault, because he was faithful; nor was there any error or fault found in him" (Dan. 6:4).

Prosecutors realized that Oksana was faithful to God, and that made her more faithful to her country. They were forced to admit that Russia needed her as a top economist. The investigation was closed. Oksana kept her job.

Oksana, meanwhile, pressed ahead with her outreach efforts. The literature she most liked to pass out was Hidden Treasure, an Adventist sharing newspaper that she distributed in apartment blocks nearly every Sunday for eight years, Alexei said.

The newspaper's circulation soared from 300,000 copies per month in early 2010 to 1.7 million copies a year later, an astounding growth credited in large part to Oksana's example.
Then you shall call, and the Lord will answer; you shall cry, and He will say, ‘Here I am’ ” (Isa. 58:8, 9).

Oksana took her passion for sharing God to the hospital where she, weakened with cancer, was admitted in June 2011. She immediately ordered Bibles for all the other patients.

As the pain grew more intense, she seemed to sense that she wasn’t going to get well. On August 29, as her mother left her bedside for the last time, Oksana told her, “Mama, I love you very much.”

The last passage Oksana turned to in her Bible was Psalm 31:15-17: “My times are in Your hand; deliver me from the hand of my enemies, and from those who persecute me. Make Your face shine upon Your servant; save me for Your mercies’ sake. Do not let me be ashamed, O Lord, for I have called upon You; let the wicked be ashamed; let them be silent in the grave.”

Alexei’s wife, Svetlana, stopped by the hospital that night. The two women prayed together, and Oksana ended her prayer, saying, “Dear Jesus, take me to You.” She then fell asleep.

Her mother, who warmly welcomed me into her home several weeks later to talk about her daughter’s life, acknowledged that she could not understand why Oksana had died. “This was her first illness, and it proved terminal,” she said.

But perhaps Oksana’s biggest opportunity to share God was yet to come.

As a stateswoman, Oksana qualified for a state funeral, and one of her final wishes was for her pastor to officiate.

Alexei, however, came under tremendous pressure when he organized the funeral in two parts: 30 minutes for an Adventist service and 30 minutes for a government service. Government officials who did not identify themselves called his cell phone, warning him right up to the night before the funeral that he should not try to use his sister’s death to promote Adventism and that no statesmen would attend alongside Adventists.

Alexei refused to yield.

Most statesmen did stay away. But several government leaders joined Finance Ministry officials at the funeral and, after listening to the half-hour Adventist service, used their own 30 minutes to wholeheartedly praise Oksana—and her love for God.

“Love has left our home,” one official said.

Another said: “Her faith in God helped her work and energized our work.”

“It’s sad that she passed away so early, after only 37 years,” said a third official. “But her Jesus died even younger at 33.”

One official compared Oksana to a shooting star: “She shone brightly, and then she was gone.”

The Adventists in attendance were deeply moved by the tributes. “When I heard those beautiful words at the funeral, I wished that the day would come when people could say the same about me,” said Vasiily Stolyar, vice president of the Euro-Asia Division.

God’s name was glorified even at her funeral. God’s name can be glorified again in the life of every Adventist who works hard and faithfully serves God and country. That’s how Oksana would have wanted it.

“If you extend your soul to the hungry and satisfy the afflicted soul, then your light shall dawn in the darkness, and your darkness shall be as the noonday” (Isa. 58:10).
I will never forget that moment. Three hours earlier I had given birth to my firstborn, and now the nurse was walking into the room for the first time with my baby. He was crying, but on hearing my voice, he immediately stopped even though I had not touched him yet.

I had just experienced one of the most sublime moments of my life—the beginning of a new relationship with a human being whose safety, security, and protection depended entirely on another human being, his mother. Without realizing it, I was stepping into a new dimension of marriage and the family.

**A Belief Like No Other**

Families are not typically remembered as a fundamental belief because it is something we live out daily, we are in it—we do not usually pause to ponder it as an essential doctrine. However, Seventh-day Adventists acknowledge that “marriage was divinely established in Eden and affirmed by Jesus.” We also affirm that “God blesses the family and intends that its members shall assist each other toward complete maturity.” Furthermore, we believe that “increasing family closeness is one of the earmarks of the final gospel message.”¹ As we approach the final stages of the great controversy, it is this closeness we should strive for, foster, and emphasize. The obvious question, of course, is how to do it.

**A Resource Like No Other**

In 1950 the World Health Organization asked English psychiatrist John Bowlby to study the mental health of homeless children in postwar Europe. In his report he noted that in order to be mentally healthy, it is essential for an “infant or young child [to] experience a warm, inti-

mate and continuous relationship with his mother (or permanent mother substitute) in which both find satisfaction and enjoyment.”² Over time Bowlby named this bond “parent-child attachment.”³ Every single human being in the world was designed by God to seek a secure base in their caregiver, especially when feeling distressed, and it is thanks to this secure base that a person can develop the confidence to go out and explore the world. The parent-child bond is affectional and social; it takes time to build, and lasts a lifetime.⁴

When a baby is born, he or she has certain needs, mostly physical. However, these needs are interpreted by the baby as also psychological. When mom and dad feed, warm, and protect their child, he or she will feel safe and secure. If those needs are met consistently, babies learn over time—usually the first few years of their life—to trust others. Likewise, they learn to trust themselves, realizing that the cues they are giving to make their needs known are the appropriate ones.

As mom and dad care for and love their baby adequately, their child begins to understand his or her worth. *Somebody takes the time to care for me, so I must be worth it,* the child begins to comprehend, and thus self-esteem starts to develop. At the same time, babies begin to esteem or value the person who is taking care of them. When children experience these significant situations of intimacy in which care is given, they learn how to connect appropriately with their caregiver, as well as future intimate relationships.

Another important dimension of attachment is that of control and how to exert it adequately. When babies’ complaints are met adequately, they learn to exert control in their immediate surroundings in a healthy way, controlling both themselves and others.⁵
A Design Like No Other

This is God’s perfect design for young children to develop secure attachment with their caregiver, originally designed by Him to be mom or dad. As a child grows older, he starts to expand his attachment, or deep affectional bonds, toward others, be it relatives, peers, or teachers. As adolescence or young adulthood is reached, this attachment bond is increasingly directed toward the opposite sex. When as parents we follow God’s plan to care and love our children, we prepare them to be responsible, self-reliant adults who can choose with sound criteria. They will be secure individuals who trust and value themselves and others, who know how to interact with appropriate intimacy and how to adequately control themselves and their surroundings.

It is very likely that young people with a secure attachment will choose their life partners wisely because they have the tools to do so. When you have a good, sound marriage, chances are that you will have a healthy family, raising securely attached children. And so the circle comes to a close.

Following His design

God’s perfect design for families to thrive is based on relating and connecting to each other, because He is a relational God who seeks connection with His children. He says: “As one whom his mother comforts, so I will comfort you” (Isa. 66:13); “I will not leave you orphans; I will come to you” (John 14:18). Time after time, biblical authors remind us that the secret for a successful relationship with God is based on closeness and attachment (see, for instance, James 4:8; Heb. 4:16). We were created in God’s own image (Gen. 1:26), which includes the essential need to bond, to connect, first with our caregivers and then with our peers, relatives, and friends.

These bonds cannot always be explained: “The link is a mysterious one which binds human hearts together,” wrote Ellen White. But even as we struggle to single out and name every component of God’s model, we are asked to follow His ideal. And within that context a secure attachment bond is the best legacy that parents can leave their children: a legacy threaded throughout a person’s life, knowing no boundaries or cultures.

The design is perfect. It depends on you and me to ask God’s help to carry it out as He first intended it (Ps. 25:4).

Cintia Paseggi worked as a counselor for college students and as a psychologist in Argentina before she moved to Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, where she is the proud mom of two young boys.

Marriage and the Family

Marriage was divinely established in Eden and affirmed by Jesus to be a lifelong union between a man and a woman in loving companionship. For the Christian a marriage commitment is to God as well as to the spouse, and should be entered into only between partners who share a common faith. Mutual love, honor, respect, and responsibility are the fabric of this relationship, which is to reflect the love, sanctity, closeness, and permanence of the relationship between Christ and His church. Regarding divorce, Jesus taught that the person who divorces a spouse, except for fornication, and marries another, commits adultery. Although some family relationships may fall short of the ideal, marriage partners who fully commit themselves to each other in Christ may achieve loving unity through the guidance of the Spirit and the nurture of the church. God blesses the family and intends that its members shall assist each other toward complete maturity. Parents are to bring up their children to love and obey the Lord. By their example and their words they are to teach them that Christ is a loving disciplinarian, ever tender and caring, who wants them to become members of His body, the family of God. Increasing family closeness is one of the earmarks of the final gospel message. (Gen. 2:18-25; Matt. 19:3-9; John 2:1-11; 2 Cor. 6:14; Eph. 5:21-33; Matt. 5:31, 32; Mark 10:11, 12; Luke 16:18; 1 Cor. 7:10, 11; Ex. 20:12; Eph. 6:1-4; Deut. 6:5-9; Prov. 22:6; Mal. 4:5, 6.)
Where Is God When You Need Him?

By John Skrzypaszek

Ellen White’s struggle with pain of adverse physical circumstances. “During the past four months of pain and infirmity, I have constantly implored God for help.”2 The intensity of her struggle was horrendous. “I felt as if my body were being crushed. . . . I could hardly move any of my limbs. I did not know where I was.”3 “The past night was an almost sleepless one.”4 “The night has been long and trying. I lay awake from half past ten till half past two, so full of nervous pain that I could not rest.”5 “Last night I was perplexed to know what to do for my aching nerves and muscles.”6

Moments such as these inevitably create perplexity and raise questions, and Ellen White was not exempt from such experiences. “I do not understand why I am lying here, unable to labor for the Lord.”7 “I hoped that my captivity might be turned immediately, and to my finite judgment it seemed that thus God would be glorified.”8 “I am anxious to present to our people the message that the Lord has given me, that Christ has made us His own, that He has bought us with a price beyond computation.”9 “When I pray earnestly for restoration, and it seems that the Lord does not answer, my spirit almost faints within me.”10 “When the affliction under which I have been suffering for several months came upon me, I was surprised that it was not removed at once in answer to prayer.”11

Confronting Adversity

In 1892, shortly after her arrival in Australia, Ellen White continued working on her major study on the life of Christ. On July 14 she wrote in her diary, “I am now writing on the life of Christ. I know that the enemy will make every possible effort to hinder me, but I shall cling to Jesus, for He is my dependence.”

In the early stages of her life “down under,” she confronted a long season of adverse physical circumstances. “During the past four months of pain and infirmity, I have constantly implored God for help.”2 The intensity of her struggle was horrendous. “I felt as if my body were being crushed. . . . I could hardly move any of my limbs. I did not know where I was.”3 “The past night was an almost sleepless one.”4 “The night has been long and trying. I lay awake from half past ten till half past two, so full of nervous pain that I could not rest.”5 “Last night I was perplexed to know what to do for my aching nerves and muscles.”6

Moments such as these inevitably create perplexity and raise questions, and Ellen White was not exempt from such experiences. “I do not understand why I am lying here, unable to labor for the Lord.”7 “I hoped that my captivity might be turned immediately, and to my finite judgment it seemed that thus God would be glorified.”8 “I am anxious to present to our people the message that the Lord has given me, that Christ has made us His own, that He has bought us with a price beyond computation.”9 “When I pray earnestly for restoration, and it seems that the Lord does not answer, my spirit almost faints within me.”10 “When the affliction under which I have been suffering for several months came upon me, I was surprised that it was not removed at once in answer to prayer.”11

Beneath Are the Everlasting Arms

Examining her diary notes, letters, and manuscripts, I have found myself wondering, So where is God when one needs Him? How does one cope with the trauma of personal adversity? During
her personal struggles Ellen White focused on God’s promises found in the Bible. She especially reflected on the story of Lazarus. “Of late I have been thinking much of Martha and Mary, and their experience at the time of the death and resurrection of Lazarus.”12 It is evident that even though the Bible was her source of strength, her thoughts and reflections unfold a tension between trust and hopeful expectations. She wrote: “When Lazarus became sick, they sent Jesus the word, Lord, behold, he whom thou lovest is sick‘ [John 11:3, KJV]. There was no further word, no urgent message for Him to come. They fully expected that their beloved Friend would at once come and heal their brother.”13 Jesus did not come immediately, either for Mary and Martha’s sake, or for Ellen White’s. She wrote, “With heavy hearts the sisters prepared Lazarus for burial, all the while looking anxiously for Christ. They longed to see Him, and to hear His words of comfort.”14

Ellen White’s personal struggles with pain and her longing for healing are visible in the way she described Martha and Mary’s thirst for Christ’s presence. “Christ knew that as they looked on the dead face of their brother their faith in their Redeemer would be severely tried. But He knew that because of the struggle through which they were now passing their faith would shine forth with far greater power.”15 No wonder that her thoughts appear so authentic and convincing: “To all who are reaching out to feel the guiding hand of God, the moment of greatest discouragement is the time when divine help is nearest.”16

In the midst of her own struggles, Ellen White expressed her hope with passion and conviction: “I am not cast down, neither am I disquieted. I am cheerful and hopeful in God. I have faith that I shall receive strength. I am not free from trials and temptations; yet I feel that God is able to keep me.”17 Her faith and patience were rewarded with God’s sustaining grace. “Then I may be comforted in the long, painful hours of the night.”18

**His Promises Assure His Presence**

Space doesn’t permit a comprehensive examination of all the passages that detail the trauma of Ellen White’s early experience in Australia, but note these: “I do not understand why I am lying here, unable to labor for the Lord; but God understands, and that is enough for me.”19 “I am comforted with the assurance that although constantly suffering pain, I am never forsaken. I put trust in One who is too wise to err and too good to do me harm. He will restore my health. I shall yet speak forth His praise in the congregation of the saints. I am determined not to encourage feeling of despondency and gloom.”20

For Ellen White truth moved beyond descriptive assertion about God. Her understanding of truth about God developed progressively. It was bound to the experiential knowledge of God, namely, trust in His unfailing promises. Her trust in Jesus as “the Restorer, the One who alone could bring life and immortality to light”21 had an experientially practical component. “Sickness and pain may test and try our patience and our faith, but the brightness of the Presence of the universe is with us and we must hide self behind Jesus.”22 “Talk courage to the church.”23

At the end of her challenging experience in Australia, Ellen White wrote a letter to the leaders at the General Conference. “Since the first few weeks of my affliction, I have had no doubts in regard to my duty in coming to this distant field; and more than this, my confidence in my heavenly Father’s plan in my affliction has been greatly increased. I cannot now see all the purposes of God, but I am confident it was a part of His plan that I should be thus afflicted, and I am content and perfectly at ease in the matter.”24

How can one express so much courage at times of personal distress? The answer flows from the lips of one who knew God. “At times when it seemed that I could not endure the pain, when unable to sleep, I looked to Jesus by faith, and His presence was with me, every shade of darkness rolled away . . . the very room was filled with the light of His divine presence.”25

The depth of Ellen White’s spiritual integrity encourages the church she loved to confront the realities of life with an implicit confidence and trust in God.

---
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Each year a special offering is collected to help support the vital North American Division television ministries Breath of Life, Faith for Today, and It Is Written, outreach ministries on the cutting edge of reaching people for Christ using the latest technology.

**Faith for Today**

www.faithfortoday.tv

It was an unimaginable tragedy: their little girl was viciously attacked by a neighbor’s dog. Now she was gone. Along with their grief, the parents faced deep marital conflict. But in spite of their terrible loss, this couple would not become a divorce statistic, thanks in part to one of the programs produced by Faith for Today.

“This couple learned about a Mad About Marriage weekend we were conducting in a town four and a half hours from their home,” recalls Mike Tucker, speaker/director of Faith for Today. “The wife registered, then informed her husband that they were going to attend. After the seminar the two returned to their hotel room, where they talked most of the night, using the skills they had learned at the seminar. They made real progress.”

A few months later the couple again attended a Mad About Marriage weekend, this time in a city that was two and a half hours from their home. The following year the seminar weekend was held in their hometown, and they happily attended for a third time. It made their marriage even stronger.

“Historically, Faith for Today has been a ministry designed to open and develop relationships with unchurched people,” says Tucker. “Our target audiences are secular, or seekers. Our programming is designed to attract people who would not normally listen to or watch someone preach. That means we are nontraditional in our approach.”

Ever since its first broadcast with founders William and Virginia Fagal on Sunday, May 21, 1950, Faith for Today (FFT) has been reaching secular minds through nontraditional approaches, from a variety hour format in the early years to the award-winning drama series *Westbrook Hospital* in the 1970s.

In 1975 the ministry expanded into films with the making of *John Hus,* another award-winning production. Later, another FFT film, *Out of the Night,* won a gold medal at the twenty-eighth annual Wordfest-Houston International Film Festival.

In 1985 Faith for Today launched *Christian Lifestyle Magazine,* which paved the way for *Lifestyle Magazine* five years later. In 2007 Mike and Gayle Tucker became the hosts of this dynamic program, and today the show focuses primarily on relationships, spirituality, and health.

The Mad About Marriage program is a popular feature of *Lifestyle Magazine.* In addition to telecasts, Mad About Marriage includes live seminar weekends with the Tuckers, hosted by local Seventh-day Adventist churches across North America.

Other faith-building programs offered by FFT ministries include *The Eternity*
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Evidence, a 30-minute news magazine hosted by Dwight Nelson that “investigates the possibility of God in all expressions,” featuring interviews with scientists and other experts exploring life’s biggest questions; McDougall, M.D., a half-hour program focusing on health and wellness with hosts Dr. John McDougall and Mary McDonough; and Faith for Today, a weekly program that allows viewers to worship with the members of the Arlington Seventh-day Adventist Church in Texas, where Pastor Tucker delivers Bible-based messages.

The goal of Faith for Today, says Tucker, “is to continue to produce programs that are attractive to our target audience—secular men and women. We also want to conduct more live events that will link local churches to the broadcasts, build genuine relationships with unchurched people, and build momentum for reaping events.”

In addition to its television programs, the ministry is heavily involved in creating short devotional videos for the Internet, and “apps” for mobile devices. “These are making a huge impact on an audience that tends to be younger than the typical television audience,” according to Tucker.

Faith for Today is the oldest religious television broadcast in the world, and is the second-oldest television broadcast of any kind, behind Meet the Press. “We sincerely need your prayers and support in order to carry this great work forward,” says Tucker. “Thousands are in need of a Savior. How will they find Him unless we tell them?”

Breath of Life—
www.breathoflife.tv

Ms. Mitchell, one of the Bible counselors for the 2011 Breath of Life spring revival meetings, was out knocking on doors in Atlanta when she came to the home of Cheryl McGraw, mother of seven, grandmother of 19, and great-grandmother of six. McGraw was not very interested in attending revival meetings, because she had been watching “a young pastor on TV” whose teachings were spiritually uplifting, and she knew that “he was speaking the truth.”

McGraw longed to visit his church, but she thought it was located in California. The Bible counselor explained that her pastor, Carlton Byrd, also had a television program and would be leading out in the revival meetings. As soon as she heard his name, McGraw realized that she had been watching Byrd on the Breath of Life television broadcast.

Excited that he was based in Atlanta, McGraw immediately made plans to visit the Berean Seventh-day Adventist Church, where the meetings would be held.

Inspired by how Byrd and his church were involved in the community, as well as the biblical teachings he was presenting, McGraw was baptized. She is now a strong supporter of Breath of Life, telling others to “watch the program, visit the ministry, and just listen to the things that are being
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taught, because truth is really being taught there."

Breath of Life began broadcasting in 1974, following the dream of pastor and recording artist Walter Arties to create a program that would appeal to African-Americans looking for hope and spiritual guidance.

C. D. Brooks was the featured speaker for 23 years, followed by Walter L. Pearson, Jr., in 1997. In December 2010 Byrd became the speaker/director.

While building upon the foundation of the past, Byrd has his own vision for the future. “We are living in a highly technological world,” said Byrd, “so we want to use every medium possible to share the gospel. We have a unique opportunity because we are based at a local Seventh-day Adventist church. Thus, in a sense, that local church becomes the face of Adventism for our viewers, expanding awareness of who we are.”

The weekly broadcasts had previously been taped at the Atlanta Berean church, and have now moved to Oakwood University, where Byrd serves as senior pastor of the 4,000-member congregation.

In addition, Breath of Life was invited to produce an NBC holiday special, titled The Present, which aired nationwide during the 2011 Christmas holiday season. The program featured the Grammy Award-winning guest artists Take 6, along with Jennifer LaMountain and Jaime Jorge, with Byrd preaching about “unwrapping the gift of Christmas.”

In addition to its weekly television broadcasts and community outreach, the Breath of Life ministry is developing links with social media and posts regularly on YouTube.

While he holds numerous academic degrees and is the recipient of many honors, Byrd finds his greatest fulfillment in evangelistic work. “I love what I do,” he exclaims. “I love seeing men and women, boys and girls, accept Jesus. I’m just so grateful that God chose me to share His message and go over the airwaves.”

It Is Written— www.itiswritten.com

Becoming a Seventh-day Adventist, much less a television evangelist, was a thought that never entered the mind of young John Bradshaw. The 22-year-old Kiwi was much more comfortable playing rugby and hosting a popular radio program. However, all of that was about to change, and Bradshaw wasn’t sure he was ready.

“Coming home from church one Sunday morning,” he recalled, “I stopped in the middle of the street, shook my finger at heaven, and said aloud, ‘I’m never going to church again until You show me the truth.’”

Returning home, the rebellious seeker found a book waiting for him, The Great Controversy. As he read, Bradshaw was convinced that the book was true. He also knew that if he accepted that truth, his life would radically change.

Remembering a memory verse he had learned years before at St. Paul’s Catholic school, “For what profit is it to a man if he gains the whole world, and loses his own soul?” (Matt. 16:26), Bradshaw made the most important decision of his life: to accept Jesus as his Savior and embrace the truth He had revealed.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 19-20, 2012</td>
<td>Greater New York Conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1-3, 2012</td>
<td>Allegheny East Conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 13-16, 2012</td>
<td>Upper Columbia Conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2-5, 2012</td>
<td>Allegheny East Conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 14-15, 2012</td>
<td>Ohio Conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 18-19, 2012</td>
<td>Allegheny West Conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 8-9, 2012</td>
<td>Chesapeake Conference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information and to register for your local Reach Out Symposium visit www.communityservices.org

Reach Out Symposium is sponsored by
North American Division Adventist Community Services
With a strong biblical basis for his belief, Bradshaw continued his journey and became acquainted with several retired evangelists. After learning from these mentors, Bradshaw knew he was “going to have to do something for the Lord,” and decided to go into full-time ministry, ending up in the United States, where he worked for 12 years as an evangelist before pastoring churches in Lexington, Kentucky, and College Place, Washington.

While pastoring in Washington, Bradshaw received a surprise phone call inviting him to join It Is Written as its new speaker/director. After discussing the invitation with his wife, Melissa, and their children, Jacob, 11, and Shannon, 9, Bradshaw decided to accept the invitation and began his new work in January 2011.

Remembering his own quest for meaning, and guided by his passion for scriptural truth, Bradshaw has taken to his work at It Is Written with determination and energy. “Whenever I’m in front of the camera, I’m aware that there is someone watching whose life is about to change, someone who is a candidate for the kingdom, someone who is about to make a very important decision. There’s not one person watching whose life cannot be profoundly impacted.”

Since it began broadcasting in 1956 with host George Vandeman, It Is Written has been sharing insights from God’s Word. The program has maintained its rank as one of the top 10 religious programs in North America, and has received more than 30 awards for excellence in programming. Today the weekly broadcast is produced in 12 languages, and can be seen in nearly every country of the world.

In addition to its weekly telecast, It Is Written has a vibrant online ministry, featuring Bradshaw’s one-minute daily devotional, titled Every Word, as well as free Bible studies for adults and studies for children, My Place With Jesus. The ministry also recently launched an iPhone app featuring instant access to telecasts and a host of other resources.

From January 20 through February 18 Bradshaw is presenting—live from Las Vegas—a full-message, month-long series called Revelation Today. The event is being hosted at sites worldwide via the Internet and satellite. In addition to serving as a stand-alone series, many are using it to follow up It Is Written’s four-night Babylon Rising series, which was beamed around the world from Las Vegas last May.

Committed to sharing the gospel with “every nation, tribe, tongue, and people,” the ministry has also been bringing the gospel to tribes without a written language in Papua New Guinea through “Godpods”—a solar-powered MP3 player containing audio files of the complete Bible, simple Bible lessons, Steps to Christ, health talks, and children’s stories.

As part of its worldwide evangelistic ministry, It Is Written provides evangelism training through its Soul-winning and Leadership Training (SALT) program in partnership with Southern Adventist University.

“We will use TV, radio, the Internet, podcasts, social networking, Godpods, and other creative ways to point people to Jesus, preach the truth, and tell them that Jesus is coming again,” says Bradshaw. “We challenge ourselves to make it interesting, captivating, and compelling. I think for It Is Written, for the church, and for Adventist media as a whole, the best is yet to come.”

Be a part of reaching people in North America and around the world through these exciting ministries by supporting Adventist television ministries with your generous gift on Sabbath, February 11, 2012.
hey called him “Magaqa,” “the one who crawls,” because from birth to death he never walked upright, but went everywhere on his hands and knees. And yet there are few in the history of Seventh-day Adventism in Zimbabwe who command more regard and appreciation than Judas Singazi Bhebe. Never, through 45 years of service for God and the Seventh-day Adventist Church, did he allow his physical disability to deter him. Knowing Bhebe’s story should inspire all those who must live with debilitating physical challenges.

By Zebron Ncube

The One Who Crawls

A giant for God

Magaqa’s Early Years

Born on May 1, 1901, at Sikombingo, eight years after Adventism got into the southern African country then known as Rhodesia, Bhebe spent his early years in what was known as the Lower Gwelo Reserve in the Midlands Province of the country that, from 1979, would bear the name Zimbabwe. With wheelchairs either unknown by or unaffordable to most Africans, Bhebe moved along the ground using pads for his knees and hands. He learned to read before he started school, from a book entitled Cetshwayo, about a brother of Zimbabwe’s famous Zulu king Tshaka. Impressed by his talents, someone advised him to go to the local Adventist mission station at Lower Gwelo in order to develop his potential. Instead of enrolling as a student, Bhebe requested baptism of the mission’s superintendent, Pastor John N. de Beer, who duly obliged on December 3, 1921.

Study and Service

Two years later, in November 1923, when Sikombingo school opened, Judas Bhebe attended, doing the first three years of his education under the tutelage of Paul M. Moyo and Sihlabo Ncube, two of Zimbabwe’s first native teachers. After those three years Sihlabo Ncube and F. Burton Jewell, a missionary in charge of the district, invited Bhebe to teach right where he had been trained. He would work there from 1927 to 1930. A six-month stint at the mission followed in 1931, before Bhebe was sent to Solusi Mission for teacher-evangelist training as a prerequisite for pastoral ministry. Many of his classmates would themselves contribute significantly to the developing educational and pastoral work in Zimbabwe. Their names may not be widely known, but their works do follow them.

Historically, Adventism in Zimbabwe grew around teachers and schools. Early mission stations emphasized
The years 1955 to 1959 saw him back at Lower Gwelo, replacing Simeon B. Dube as pastor. Officiating at his ordination, in 1957, were Elders Ralph S. Watts, president of the Southern African Division, and Edward Trumper, secretary-treasurer for the Southern Rhodesia Mission, along with Simeon B. Dube, later to become the first African president of the Adventist work in then Southern Rhodesia. Bhebe continued to serve as church pastor when, in 1960, he moved to the office in Gweru as translator. Translation work gave him a wider audience in church circles. The promotion also meant he could own a tricycle operated with his hands. Thereafter he needed to crawl only when getting inside buildings. Bhebe retired in 1966 but continued working until retiring again in 1972.

Bhebe’s associates included Jackson Ncube, who served God for many years in spite of polio in both legs; Isaac Xhiba, the first African to attend a General Conference session as a delegate; and Moses Donga, one of his great mentors. It was during his contact with Donga in 1930 that Bhebe wept to God, “I did not make myself this way!” In his discouragement he asked Donga to send him to Ngigeni School in the Zhombe area. Instead the Lord redirected him to Solusi Mission to train there as a teacher-evangelist.

Invaluable Contributions

Early missionary work cannot overlook the contribution of local men and women who penetrated the most difficult places. They did not have the luxuries of cars, telephone, electricity, Internet, and all the modern paraphernalia that many of us today enjoy. In 1927 when Pastor Bhebe began his teaching ministry, the Adventist Church in Zimbabwe had a little more than 1,500 members. Today the membership stands at more than 600,000 in a population of 12 million. It is pioneers like Bhebe that set the stage for aggressive mission work and blazed the trail in spite of disabilities.

It was my privilege to see and hear him preach at a Solusi College Week of Prayer. His knees “sat” on a chair so he could be visible behind the pulpit. In fluent English, and without notes, he spoke directly to his audience, sometimes with his elbow resting on the pulpit and his hand over his chin, culturally a sign of confidence, sincerity, and compassion.

In an interview before he died, he told me about an incident that took place in Gweru. Walking on his knees and hands along the sidewalk on Main Street, he observed a man cursing and harassing the servant who was pushing him as he rode in a wheelchair. Pastor Bhebe sat upright on the sidewalk and taunted the wheelchair rider: “Why do you harass the man who is helping you? You look at me! I walk on my knees with no one to push me!” Then he said to the servant, “Leave him alone; let’s see what he will do without you!” In those colonial days that kind of confrontation was unthinkable. But it shows how confident and forthright a man Bhebe was.

Self-pity could not conquer him, nor did physical disability hinder God’s purposes for his life. He traveled and worked extensively regardless of the physical challenges. His legacy of teaching and preaching inspires the school and the church to get humankind ready for the return of Jesus. We owe this to him and to all our pioneers.

1 Gwelo is today’s Gweru.
2 Among the contributors from that period who remain largely unsung are Kaiser Mlalazi, Balanana Sithole, Lewis Nikane Sibanda, Naomi Mbuyisa (Mrs. Mackenzie Nkomo), Dickson Dumba, Isaac Gurure, and P. J. Ngono.

Born in Zimbabwe, Zebron Ncube is senior pastor of Highland Avenue Seventh-day Adventist church in Benton Harbor, Michigan, U.S.A. He and his wife, Peggie, have two daughters, Lindile and Nozipho, and a son, Nhlalo.
Healing Leaves

In what sense are the leaves of the tree of life, mentioned in Revelation 22:2, used for the healing of the nations?

Since the verse you refer to describes life in the New Jerusalem, I assume that you are concerned about the need for healing in the new earth. Good. Now the truth: the biblical text does not directly answer your question. So in looking for an answer, if there is one, we’ll have to examine other texts and draw some conclusions. But first let’s look at “leaves” in the Bible.

1. Leaves and More Leaves: Leaves in the Bible have both negative and positive connotations. A tree with green leaves is an expression of beauty and fertility; a tree whose leaves are withering signals death or the absence of fertility. The withering of leaves represents the damage of sin on the flora, as well as on God’s people (Isa. 1:30; Jer. 8:13). Green leaves are a symbol of prosperity and renewal of life (Prov. 11:28; Ps. 1:3); even of hope (Gen. 8:11). The beauty of a tree with abundant foliage was a symbol of fertility and played an important role in Canaanite religion (1 Kings 14:23; Eze. 6:14). Sin damaged trees, yet they were still useful. In some cases leaves could be medicinal—e.g., the leaves of a sycamore tree were used to dress wounds.

2. Other Biblical Passages: In Revelation the New Jerusalem is described as a garden with abundant water and beautiful flora (Rev. 22:1-3). The image of a garden has the purpose of alerting the reader concerning its connection with the narrative of the Garden of Eden. In both cases you have abundant water and the tree of life (Rev. 22:1, 2; Gen. 2:9-11). In the case of Eden, the tree of life is clearly associated with the perpetuity of human life (Gen. 3:22). After sin humans were barred from access to this tree. The tree of life was not a symbol of healing. The connection between trees, leaves, and healing is found in Ezekiel 47:1-12. The prophet saw a small stream of water flowing from under the threshold of the temple toward the east, then to the south. The stream became a deep river whose waters reached the Dead Sea, bringing life to it (verses 8, 9). On the banks of the river were many trees: “Their leaves will not dry up. . . . Every month they will bear fruit. . . . And their leaves will be used for healing” (verse 12, NIV). In both Ezekiel and Revelation the river flows from God’s temple and the leaves of the trees bring healing. In Ezekiel there are many trees—but no tree of life; in Revelation there appears to be only one tree located on both banks of the river. In both cases we are taken back to the original condition of the earth. Ezekiel does not explicitly state the nature of the healing produced by the leaves of the tree.

3. Healing and the New Jerusalem: The information we have gathered is helpful but does not clearly answer your question. We can affirm that in the New Jerusalem nature is restored to its original beauty and fruitfulness; leaves will never wither again. With respect to the tree of life, now God’s people have access to it (Rev. 2:7; 22:14), and its leaves are for the “healing of the nations” (Rev. 22:2). This healing may be associated with what is mentioned in the next verse: “There will no longer be any curse” (verse 3, NIV). This is the ultimate healing more specifically described in Revelation 21:4: There will be no crying, death, mourning, or pain. The curse of sin will be gone! The true tree of life, Jesus Christ, will heal humans and nature.

If that is true, we could suggest that once “restored to the tree of life in the long-lost Eden, the redeemed will ‘grow up’ (Malachi 4:2) to the full stature of the race in its primeval glory. The last lingering traces of the curse of sin will be removed” (The Great Controversy, p. 645).

Furthermore, eating of the leaves of the tree of life throughout eternity could also function—I am speculating here—as an act of worship memorializing that our healing was possible through Jesus. Could we call this preventive medicine? ■

1 Bible texts credited to NIV are from the Holy Bible, New International Reader’s Version. Copyright © 1985, 1996, 1998 by International Bible Society. Used by permission of Zondervan. All rights reserved.

Now retired, Angel Manuel Rodríguez has served the church for several decades, most recently as director of the Biblical Research Institute of the General Conference.
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Pushna, a couple hours from Moscow, was a closed city during the Soviet era. Even Russian citizens were forbidden to enter without proper authorization. It was a city in which scientists did research, including research on biological and chemical warfare. After the fall of the Berlin Wall and the demise of Communism, I received an invitation to make three biblical presentations to these scientists in the city’s cultural center.

The last of my talks was about the second coming of Christ. After my presentation I opened the floor for questions. One general theme ran throughout: “Is there hope for our personal lives? Is there hope for our world?”

1. Where do people typically look for hope in this world?

The Bible specializes in hope; it is a book of hope. The apostle Paul wrote: “For whatever things were written before were written for our learning, that we through the patience and comfort of the Scriptures might have hope” (Rom. 15:4).

2. In what ways is the Bible a book of hope?

The word “hope” is mentioned more than 125 times in the Bible. The apostle Paul used the word 41 times; it was one of his favorite words. Do you have a favorite verse, Bible story, or Bible character that for you demonstrate the type of hope Christians need in today’s world?

3. Read Romans 8:15-17. How does being adopted into God’s family affect you personally?

4. Read Romans 5:1-5. List three things that contribute to the hope we have in Christ.

Being Christian doesn’t mean an absence of heartache, or that the devil leaves us alone. It means simply that we have a hope in something outside ourselves. When we are in need of spiritual support, the Holy Spirit reminds us that our hope is not in ourselves.

5. Beyond the spiritual resources provided by the Holy Spirit, what is the church’s great hope as we look toward an uncertain future? Read John 14:1-3. Christ not only came once—He is coming again. His return is the only hope for this poverty-stricken, polluted, war-riddled, diseased, and death-plagued planet.

6. Read 1 John 5:13. Not only can we look forward to the return of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ—what marvelous hope do we have through Jesus, by Jesus, and in Jesus now?

Eternal life is a present reality for all who put their hope in Christ. The bondage of sin is broken; we are no longer slaves to sin—we are sons and daughters of God.

7. Read Titus 2:11-14. In what ways is Christ’s return “the blessed hope”? Where should we put our focus as we look for Christ’s second coming?

8. The Bible mentions the return of our Lord 1,500 times. The prophets from Moses to John declare that Jesus is coming again. His return is a constant theme from Genesis to Revelation. What does Christ’s return mean to you personally?

Jesus has a plan for us. He has a plan for this world. His plan and purposes will be victorious. Let your heart be filled with hope. He is our Savior, our Lord, and our coming King. That’s something with which we can fill our hearts with hope today.
We (adults) tend to complicate things more than they really are, whereas children see things as they are, and that’s that.

Nicole Benoit-Roy, Brooklyn, New York, United States

I hope Addison Hudgins is not asserting the infallibility of “childhood intuition” based merely on her own experience. Indeed, was it even true of every such person, without even a single exception, that she “felt uncomfortable with, and even in danger around,” that even years later they proved dishonest and deceitful?

The gift of intuition is a divine gift, but we must never forget the stark and undeniable fact of sin. We are all born sinners, and even the operation of divine gifts have to be examined in the light of the Scriptures. It is certainly not “logically’ reasoning away the voice of the Holy Spirit” to examine whether there is any basis in fact or in logic for such fears as Hudgins mentions.

Barry Gowland
Fishermead, Milton Keynes, United Kingdom

Letters

The Feet My Savior Washed

I was touched by Carissa McSherry’s honesty in the article “The Feet My Savior Washed” (October 2011). I had a somewhat similar experience during church in another country—only it was me washing someone’s not-so-clean feet. I clearly needed my heart touched that Sabbath, because while out of a sense of duty I started to wash a stranger’s feet, I felt the Holy Spirit touch my heart and remind me that my heart is much dirtier. That memory comes to me every Communion service I take part in, and is an ongoing blessing and reminder of true humility.

Alison Cover
Valdese, North Carolina, United States

The Kingdom Belongs to These

I enjoyed reading the devotional “The Kingdom Belongs to These,” by Addison Hudgins (September 2011). I never realized I didn’t understand the biblical account of this story until I read it in this magazine. I was especially enlightened when Hudgins defined such as these as “those who explore, seek, and listen boldly, intently, and open-mindedly.”

The words from Madeleine L’Engle on childlike intuition will probably stay with me forever. According to Hudgins, she said that “when she had something to say in a book that was too difficult for adults, she wrote it for children.” We (adults) tend to complicate things more than they really are, whereas children see things as they are, and that’s that.

Nicole Benoit-Roy
Brooklyn, New York, United States

Barry Gowland
Fishermead, Milton Keynes, United Kingdom

The Adventist universities with the highest enrollments are:

- **Brazil Adventist University, São Paulo, Brazil**
- **Peruvian Union University, Lima, Peru**
- **Sahmyook University, Seoul, South Korea**
- **Northern Caribbean University, Mandeville, Jamaica**
- **Babcock Adventist University, Ogun State, Nigeria**

Source: General Conference Education Department

Prayer & Praise

Please pray for my father, who will soon be having surgery.

Gideon, Ethiopia

One of our granddaughters is seriously considering marrying a young doctor who seems not to care about the Sabbath. Thank you for your prayers.

Betty, United States
Revival and Reformation: In Africa

I read the articles of the January 2011 Adventist World, and I’m glad for the reform in our church. On this topic, do not forget Africa. I’ve never seen one article talking about the Democratic Republic of Congo.

James Ombeni Nzabandora
Democratic Republic of Congo

Thank You

Thank you for publishing this magazine. I am especially thankful for Angel Manuel Rodríguez’s article “God of the Undeserving” (October 2007). This article has helped me to understand that I also have a place in the Lord’s assembly.

Talaki Mezehani Tchalla
Lomé, Kégué, Togo

Letters Policy: Please send to: letters@adventistworld.org. Letters must be clearly written, 100-word maximum. Include the name of the article and the date of publication with your letter. Also include your name, the town/city, state, and country from which you are writing. Letters will be edited for space and clarity. Not all letters submitted will be published.

Please join me in praying for the many people in the world who have no access to the Bible in their own languages. Pray also for the translators.

Curt, United States

Please pray for me. My girlfriend recently passed away, and I was hoping we would get married.

Thabo, South Africa

My Favorite Hymn

I just love the words to the hymn “Great Is Thy Faithfulness.” It helped me survive the death of my husband, who died of cancer last year.

—Anne, Grand Rapids, Michigan, United States

“A Shelter in the Time of Storm” was the first hymn I learned when I started attending Adventist schools. Its words have encouraged me ever since. I often find myself humming the tune.

—Sean, London, England

When I was growing up in Guam, I used to hear U.S. sailors singing “Eternal Father, Strong to Save” on the ships anchored in the harbor during their Sunday morning worship services. Its melodies and harmonies were (are) so beautiful.

—Hideko, Osaka, Japan

Please pray that I will be able to go to the university and study theology.

Hairam, Philippines

Prayer & Praise: Send prayer requests and praise (thanks for answered prayer) to prayer@adventistworld.org. Keep entries short and concise, 50-words or less. Items will be edited for space and clarity. Not all submissions will be printed. Please include your name and your country’s name. You may also fax requests to: 1-301-680-6638; or mail them to Adventist World, 12501 Old Columbia Pike, Silver Spring, MD 20904-6600 U.S.A.

Letters Policy: Please send to: letters@adventistworld.org. Letters must be clearly written, 100-word maximum. Include the name of the article and the date of publication with your letter. Also include your name, the town/city, state, and country from which you are writing. Letters will be edited for space and clarity. Not all letters submitted will be published.
“Hello, America”

With these words, radio announcer Fordyce Detamore began the first coast-to-coast broadcast of the Voice of Prophecy radio ministry in the United States. H.M.S. Richards, Sr. (pictured), was the first speaker of one of the first Christian radio programs in the U.S. During that first year of national exposure, more than 2,000 people enrolled in the ministry’s Bible correspondence course.

Source: Memorable Dates: From Our Adventist Past, by James R. Nix

“Eternal life has been and always will be a gift of grace.”

—Zvikomborero Zihanzu at the Karumazondo camp meeting in Zimbabwe in August 2011

BY THE NUMBERS

The number of people who became Seventh-day Adventists in 2010: 1,050,312. That averages out to:

Source: GC Office of Archives and Statistics

MEET YOUR NEIGHBORS

Baptisms always mark a highlight in the life of the candidates and the church. On September 24, 2011, we celebrated a very special baptism at the Schloss Bogenhofen Seminary, including a significant historical assemblage: three generations of a pastoral family stood together in the baptismal waters. Kurt Hasel baptized his granddaughter Lea Sikora; and Frank Hasel baptized his son Daniel. The multi-generational event was cause for celebration and thankfulness.
“Behold, I come quickly…”

Our mission is to uplift Jesus Christ, uniting Seventh-day Adventists everywhere in beliefs, mission, life, and hope.
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In Discipleship PRESENTS

In Discipleship

2 NEW POWERFUL resources
To equip you to:
• Become a disciple-maker of children and families
• Grow as a disciple of Jesus

Kids In Discipleship
Home Edition
A power-packed, free downloadable DVD that gives you simple yet proven ways you can lead your family and neighbors in a discipleship walk with Jesus.

Kids In Discipleship
Church Edition
An inspiring, practical DVD training tool that leads churches in equipping families to grow as disciples of Jesus. Share with the churches in your area!

In Discipleship is a faith-based ministry of the Georgia-Cumberland Conference.

Please Visit InDiscipleship.org
Or Call (423) 396-2120